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This study examined infants’ abilities to separate speech from different talkers and to recognize a familiar
word (the infant’s own name) in the context of noise. In 4 experiments, infants heard repetitions of either
their names or unfamiliar names in the presence of background babble. Five-month-old infants listened
longer to their names when the target voice was 10 dB, but not 5 dB, more intense than the background.
Nine-month-olds likewise failed to identify their names at a 5-dB signal-to-noise ratio, but 13-month-olds
succeeded. Thus, by 5 months, infants possess some capacity to selectively attend to an interesting voice
in the context of competing distractor voices. However, this ability is quite limited and develops further
when infants near 1 year of age.

One of the first tasks facing an infant is learning his or her native
language. This is a difficult enough task in a quiet learning
environment; yet infants often are exposed to speech in noisy
environments. For example, a caregiver may be talking to an infant
while other siblings are playing in the next room. In order to learn
from speech in these settings, the infant must first separate that
speech from background noise such as that provided by TV shows
and siblings. How do infants acquire their native language in such
settings?

Although there are few empirical data regarding the frequency
with which infants find themselves in these multitalker situations,

Barker and Newman (2004) surveyed parents of infants and found
that two thirds reported that when they spoke to their infants, other
members of the household were “frequently” talking simulta-
neously.1 Van de Weijer (1998) recorded all of the language input
to which a single child was exposed over the course of 3 weeks.
Although he did not report the percentage of time his subject heard
speech in silence versus in noise, he did comment that there were
multiple people speaking simultaneously during most of the time
that the infant was outside of the house (i.e., either in day care or
during shopping trips). These findings suggest that at least some
infants must find themselves in noisy environments quite often and
thus must find a way to compensate for these sources of noise.

One critical aspect of learning language in these settings is the
need to separate one stream of speech (e.g., the caregiver’s voice)
from that of others, a process known as streaming. Most of the
research on stream segregation has been conducted on adult lis-
teners. This research demonstrates that adults can separate differ-
ent sound streams on the basis of a variety of acoustic cues,
including location in space (Broadbent, 1954; Cherry, 1953; Hirsh,
1950; Pollack & Pickett, 1958; Poulton, 1953; Spieth, Curtis, &
Webster, 1954), frequency range (Bregman & Pinker, 1978; Dan-
nenbring & Bregman, 1978), sex of the talkers and their voice
pitch for speech (Broadbent, 1952; Brokx & Nooteboom, 1982),
onset and offset times (Bregman & Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring &
Bregman, 1978), and differences in amplitude modulation (Breg-
man, Abramson, Doehring, & Darwin, 1985).

Despite this bevy of research on stream segregation in adults,
very little is known about infants’ abilities in this realm. There are
many reasons to believe that infants might have difficulty disen-
tangling concurrent speech signals. Separating streams of speech is
a task that even adults find difficult, and adults’ ability to hear
speech in quiet situations does not always match their ability to do
so under real-world conditions (Soli & Nilsson, 1997). Moreover,
the ability to separate different streams of speech appears to be one
of the first skills lost with aging. Even older listeners who have
normal hearing on pure-tone tests tend to have difficulty with

1 Parents were given the choices “frequently,” “sometimes,” and “almost
never”; this was thus the highest rating possible.
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multitalker situations, likely as a result of slight deficits in tem-
poral resolution (Bergman, 1971). Separating streams must be an
especially arduous task for infants because it requires both a
sensitive auditory system and an ability to selectively attend to a
given signal, both of which are still developing in the infant. With
regard to the sensitivity of the auditory system, infants have been
shown to have poorer auditory thresholds for both pure tones (Bull,
Schneider, & Trehub, 1981; Nozza & Wilson, 1984; Sinnott,
Pisoni, & Aslin, 1983) and speech (Trehub, Bull, & Schneider,
1981) than do adults. This means that they need for both tones and
speech to be louder before they show evidence of having detected
them. They also require greater stimulus intensity to discriminate
speech sounds both in quiet (Nozza, Rossman, & Bond, 1991) and
in noise (Nozza, Rossman, Bond, & Miller, 1990). Less work has
been done on infants’ ability to attend selectively, but what studies
do exist suggest that infants do not appear to listen selectively to
particular frequency bands (Bargones & Werner, 1994). These
studies all suggest that infants might be at a particular disadvan-
tage when faced with a multitalker environment.

Moreover, location in space is an important cue to stream
segregation used by adult listeners, and infants’ ability to localize
sound is quite poor relative to adults’ (Ashmead, Clifton, & Perris,
1987). This suggests that infants may not be able to make use of
spatial cues to the same extent as adult listeners. Finally, infants
have less experience with their native language and thus cannot
rely on prior linguistic knowledge to help them compensate for
noise in the way that adult listeners can. In this sense, they are
more comparable to second-language learners than to native adult
speakers of a language, and several studies have suggested that
second-language learners have particular difficulties comprehend-
ing speech in noise (Mayo, Florentine, & Buus, 1997; Takata &
Nábelek, 1990). Given this range of limitations, we might expect
infants’ speech recognition to be especially handicapped by the
presence of background voices.

Newman and Jusczyk (1996) first demonstrated that infants are
capable of separating speech from different talkers, at least in some
situations. They suggested that one indication that infants could
attend to a particular stream of speech would be if the infants
showed some subsequent recognition for information that occurred
only in that stream. This recognition would show that the infants
processed and remembered at least some of the information in that
speech stream. Taking this proposal as a starting point, Newman
and Jusczyk (1996) presented infants 7.5 months of age with the
speech of two talkers speaking simultaneously. The target voice (a
female speaker speaking in an infant-directed speaking style) re-
peated two words while a male distractor spoke fluently in the
background. The signal-to-noise ratio of these two voices was
varied across experiments in 5-dB steps. After this familiarization
phase, infants heard test sentences produced by the target voice in
isolation. These test sentences either contained the familiarized
words (the ones the target voice had just been repeating) or did not
contain these words. Infants listened longer to sentences contain-
ing the familiar words as long as the target voice had been more
intense than the distractor during the familiarization phase (either
by 5 or 10 dB). They did not listen longer to the familiar words
when the two voices had been equally intense (i.e., with a signal-
to-noise ratio of 0 dB). These results suggest that infants have
some capacity to extract information from speech even in the face
of a competing voice. However, their success is limited to situa-

tions in which the target speech is more intense than that of the
background noises.

There are a number of reasons why a more complete under-
standing of infants’ ability to comprehend speech in noise is
relevant to studies on language development. First, as noted above,
there is reason to believe that at least some infants are placed in
such settings relatively frequently (Barker & Newman, 2004).
Being able to separate different voices and attend selectively to a
particular voice would greatly enhance the opportunities these
infants have to learn language. Second, understanding speech in a
noisy environment is one of many ways infants must compensate
for variability in the speech signal. A great deal of research has
been devoted to exploring these infant abilities (for adjusting to
differences in talkers, see, e.g., Jusczyk, Pisoni, & Mullennix,
1992; Kuhl, 1979, 1983; for adjusting to differences in speaking
rates, see Eimas & Miller, 1980; Miller & Eimas, 1983), and
infants’ ability to hear speech despite background noise is yet
another example of the complexity of the processing task facing
infants. Finally, stream segregation ability is of particular interest
because it combines the domains of infant discrimination, percep-
tual categorization, and attention. In order to listen to one voice in
the presence of noise, infants must not only be able to separate
different acoustic cues from one another but they must also be able
to group together those acoustic properties that “belong together”
(those that originate from a single source) and distinguish them
from those that do not. Once they’ve grouped together the appro-
priate cues into separate streams, they must then choose to attend
to the target signal rather than the distractor signal. Thus, stream
segregation involves a variety of cognitive processes, and an
inability to succeed at any of these would result in poor perfor-
mance at hearing speech in noise.

Despite work examining the influence of the signal-to-noise
ratio on infant performance, many other aspects of infants’ stream
segregation ability remain unexplored. For example, only two
voices occurred in the Newman and Jusczyk (1996) study; can
infants likewise focus on one talker’s speech when there are many
voices speaking simultaneously? There has as yet been no work
investigating infants’ ability to separate voices in a situation when
multiple voices are speaking in the background. Likewise, New-
man and Jusczyk purposefully chose two maximally dissimilar
voices (a female speaking in the high pitch typical of infant-
directed speech and a relatively low-pitched male talker); would
infants be able to succeed in this task if the target and distractor
streams were more similar acoustically? Some evidence suggests
that they cannot; Barker and Newman (2000, 2004) reported that
7.5-month-old infants failed to recognize familiarized words at a
10-dB signal-to-noise ratio when both talkers were female unless
the target talker was particularly well-known to the infant. How-
ever, the degree of similarity between the two voices was not
varied systematically in that study.

Also not yet known is the extent to which infants’ streaming
abilities might develop over the course of their 1st year of life. This
question is difficult to examine using the Newman and Jusczyk
(1996) methodology, because that task relies on infants’ ability to
segment fluent speech into individual words, a skill that does not
develop until infants reach approximately 7.5 months of age (Jus-
czyk & Aslin, 1995). Thus, testing younger infants requires the
development of a different stream segregation task.

In the current research, I used another method of testing infant
stream segregation: presenting infants with their own names in the
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context of noise. Infants heard either their own names or another
infant’s name while other voices spoke in the background. Listen-
ing longer to their own names can be taken as an indication that the
infants successfully separated that stream of speech from the
background noise. Because infants as young as 4.5 months will
show recognition of their own names in a quiet setting (Mandel,
Jusczyk, & Pisoni, 1995), this paradigm can be tested with younger
infants than can the task used by Newman and Jusczyk (1996).

This task also has the advantage that the words being tested are
particularly well-known to the infants and have likely been heard
uttered by multiple speakers in many different contexts. This
avoids one potential problem that has recently been found with the
familiarization-and-test paradigm used by Newman and Jusczyk
(1996), that of poor generalization across contexts. Singh, Bort-
feld, Rathbun, and Morgan (2001) reported that infants familiar-
ized with a target word (in quiet) at one speaking rate often failed
to recognize that same word when it was spoken more slowly or
more quickly. Similarly, infants familiarized with a word spoken
in a happy tone of voice failed to later recognize that word spoken
in a sad tone of voice, and vice versa. These results suggest that
when infants are familiarized with a target word in a limited
context, they may be particularly sensitive to changes in context
and thus may not recognize that word in other situations. This is a
particular concern in a streaming study, as a change in context
from noise to silence (as is the case in the stream segregation
studies described above) might well be as great a change in context
as a change in speaking rate or prosodic tone. If so, a failure to find
significant results in streaming tasks may be an indication of
infants’ poor generalization abilities for newly learned words
rather than a lack of segregation ability. (It is worth noting that
when a significant effect in a streaming task is found, poor gen-
eralization is clearly not an issue; but when comparing across
situations in which significant results are or are not found, it
becomes difficult to determine whether the source of the difficulty
is poor generalization or poor stream segregation.) Using the
infant’s own name as the test stimulus, an item that infants have
likely heard in a wide variety of contexts (in quiet and in noise, in
a happy tone and in a warning tone, and by a wide variety of
talkers), avoids this potential difficulty. This is not to say that
generalization was not required in the present task; infants entering
the laboratory were unlikely to have ever heard the particular
talkers used in this study, for example. But because they had
presumably heard their own names spoken in a wide variety of
ways, they should have been more likely to be able to recognize
their names across contextual changes (see, e.g., Gómez, 2002, for
work exploring how variability can help infants focus on the
important, unvarying properties of signals; Jusczyk et al., 1992).

Thus, in the present study, infants heard a woman’s voice
repeating a name on each trial. On some trials, the name the
woman repeated was that of the infant being tested; on other trials,
it was not. At the same time that the target voice was speaking,
nine different female voices spoke fluently in the background. All
10 voices came from the same location in auditory space. I
measured whether infants would listen longer to those trials in
which the target voice repeated their own names than to trials in
which the voice repeated other names.

Clearly, detecting one’s name in the presence of noise is a less
complicated task than following a fluent speech stream in a noisy
environment. First, only isolated words needed to be separated
from the background and identified. These words were thus clearly

segmented for the listener, making the task of identifying them
potentially easier (Aslin, 1993). Second, the use of single words
means that there was no semantic or syntactic information that the
listener needed to detect. Third, the same individual word was here
repeated numerous times; thus, an infant who failed to identify his
or her name the first time it was spoken could still have done so the
second, third, or fourth time it was spoken; in the real world,
speech is rarely so redundant. However, this task still required that
the listener group together the frequencies that originated from one
sound source and separate them from frequencies originating from
a different source. As such, the present task might be best thought
of as a prerequisite ability for fluent speech streaming: If listeners
cannot detect their own names in the presence of noise, it is hard
to imagine how they could identify any other form of speech
information in that same setting. Thus, although successful per-
formance on this task might not answer the question of whether
infants can recognize and learn from a fluent sentence spoken in
noise, failure to perform well at recognizing their names in noise
would clearly imply that infants would have difficulty interpreting
fluent speech in noise.

This task was modeled after one by Mandel and colleagues
(1995). In that study, four different names were presented to each
infant: the infant’s own name, a name matched for stress pattern,
and two names with a different stress pattern. The same procedure
was used here for comparison purposes. However, it would not be
surprising if infants could pick out the general stress pattern of
their names even at noise levels in which they could not pick out
the particular phonetic pattern. If so, infants might show a prefer-
ence for their own names over the two nonmatched foils while not
showing a preference for their names over the stress-matched foil.
Although this would demonstrate some ability to perceive acoustic
information in the context of noise, such an ability would not be
sufficient to help a child learn the words of his or her native
language. Thus, although I compared infants’ listening to their
own names with their listening to both the foils with matching and
mismatching stress patterns, the critical comparison was between
an infant’s own name and a name matched for stress pattern.

Given the potential similarity between a female target voice and
the (female) background voices, it was important to ensure that any
effects found were not limited to one particular target voice. To
that end, five different female talkers served as target voices in this
study. Five infants heard each of the five target voices, for a total
of 25 infant participants. To the extent that there is no effect of
talker voice, one can be assured that the results are likely to
generalize across a range of different talkers.

Experiment 1

As a starting point for this investigation, I tested whether infants
5 months of age would listen longer to their own names than to
other names in the context of multitalker babble. The target voice
was set to be 10 dB more intense than the combination of back-
ground voices. This signal-to-noise ratio is comparable to the
easiest signal-to-noise ratio used in the Newman and Jusczyk
(1996) study as well as to the level used in the Barker and Newman
(2004) study.

Method

Participants. Twenty-five full-term infants (14 boys and 11 girls)
participated in this experiment. Participants in this and the following
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experiments were recruited by means of letters sent to parents who listed
birth announcements in the local newspapers. The average age of the
infants in this study was 5.2 months (range � 18 weeks 6 days to 25 weeks
3 days). Data from an additional 19 infants were not included for the
following reasons: crying/fussiness (n � 8); ear infection on the test date
(n � 2); experimenter error (n � 1); stimulus or equipment difficulties
(n � 4); or failure to orient to the lights or to listen for an average of 3 s
per item (n � 4). Data from 1 additional infant were excluded because the
parent took her headphones off during the experiment. Because this study
focused on the infant’s own name, and not on particular words in the
language, infants were not excluded for being in bilingual homes as long
as the target name was one easily pronounced by an English speaker (that
is, one using English phonology). One child heard Spanish from a nanny,
3 heard other languages approximately 20%–30% of the time (French or
Bengali), and 3 parents reported that their infants “sometimes” or “rarely”
heard other languages (French, Spanish, and Grebo). Infants were excluded
if the name tested was not the one most commonly heard or if any of the
foil names chosen for testing were ones an infant was particularly familiar
with (such as names of family members or pets); although we attempted to
ascertain such information prior to testing, some parents changed their
responses to these questions between the time of initial contact and the
final visit. Five infants were excluded for these reasons. Infants were also
excluded if they were outside the age range being tested (usually because
multiple reschedulings resulted in their being too old). The final partici-
pants were primarily European American (71%), with 17% African or
African American, 4% Asian, and 8% of mixed ethnicity. Most of the
mothers had a bachelor’s degree or equivalent (79%), with 38% having a
master’s degree as their final degree and 17% having a PhD, MD, or JD.
The number of siblings in the home ranged from 0 to 2 per participant
(average � 0.6). Most of the mothers worked outside of the home, with
only 17% reporting that they were currently full-time mothers.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of both a target speech stream and a distrac-
tor speech stream. All recordings were made in a sound-attenuated room,
using a Shure SM51 microphone. The recordings were amplified, low-pass
filtered at 44.1 kHz, digitized via a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter, and
stored on computer disk. For the distractor speech stream, nine women
were recorded reading passages aloud from a variety of books. These
passages were adjusted to be of the same overall root-mean-square (RMS)
amplitude and then were blended together at equal ratios, resulting in
multitalker babble. Five different women were recorded for the target
passages; they were instructed to record the names in a lively, animated
voice, as if calling a small child. Each target passage consisted of 15
repetitions of a child’s name (or nickname). In order to prevent the speaker
from producing the target name in a more engaging manner than the foil
names, the speakers were always given a variety of names to record at any
given time, and were never aware of which names would be target names
(as opposed to foil names) in the actual test sessions. Many of the target
names also served as foil names for other children. All four names heard
by any given child were recorded by the same speaker. Pauses between
names were adjusted such that the four sound files (name, stress-matched
name, and nonmatched foils) were of the same overall duration. No single
recording was used more than twice in any given condition or more
than three times in the experiment. The complete lists of names used in the
four experiments in this study may be found on the Web at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/0012.1649.41.2.352.supp.

In order to adjust the signal-to-noise ratio between the stimuli, measure-
ments were needed of the average intensity of both the isolated names and
the fluent multivoice distractor passage. Because the children’s names were
separated by periods of silence, the average intensity level (RMS ampli-
tude, measured on the digital signal) of the entire recording was lower than
the intensity of the fluent speech distractors (i.e., the periods of silence
served to make the intensity level overall seem lower than the actual level
while the individual was talking). In order to adjust for this, an edited
version of each name list was created. This version had the pauses between
names spliced out. A waveform program on the computer then calculated

the average intensity level of these edited versions. The amplitude levels of
the original name recordings were then adjusted so that their edited
versions had the same average intensity level, and the average intensity
level of the multitalker distractor stimulus was adjusted to be 10 dB less
than that of this edited version of the name list. This resulted in four test
stimuli of the same RMS amplitude, each of which was combined with a
distractor stimulus 10 dB less intense than the target voice.

A silence period 500 ms in length was appended to the beginning of each
name list; the distractor passage was then adjusted to be at least 500 ms
longer than the duration of the name list, with the amplitude tapering after
the offset of the final name. In this manner, the distractor passage began
prior to the onset of the names and remained at full amplitude until the final
name was recorded. The same distractor passage was used for all four name
stimuli for any given participant. Then the multitalker distractor passage
and the word list were combined into a single sound file. As infants’ names
varied in length (from one to four syllables), the duration of the stimuli was
not constant across children (although all four stimuli were identical in
length for any given child); lengths of the four stimuli in this and the next
three experiments varied from 22.7 s to 33.8 s.

Two practice stimuli were also created to familiarize infants with the
task and setting. These consisted of musical passages, each 14.9 s in length.

Apparatus. The experiment took place in a three-sided test booth
constructed out of pegboard panels (4 ft [1.2 m] � 6 ft [1.8 m]). There was
a light in the center of the front panel and a hole for the lens of a video
camera. The video camera was used to provide a permanent record of each
session. An experimenter located behind the front wall of the booth
watched the session via a monitor connected to the video camera. The two
side walls of the booth each had a red light and a loudspeaker located in the
center of the panel. A tan curtain was suspended from the ceiling and
prevented the infant from seeing over the top of the booth. A Macintosh
computer located behind the front wall of the booth controlled the presen-
tation of the stimuli and recorded the observer’s coding of the infant’s
responses. The experimenter pressed buttons on a response box to signal
the computer to start and stop the flashing center and side lights.

Procedure. The infant sat on a caregiver’s lap in the center of the test
booth. There was an initial practice phase to familiarize the infant with the
task; during this phase, the infant heard one of two musical passages on
alternating trials until he or she accumulated at least 25 s of listening time
to each passage. Listening time was assessed by the amount of time the
infant spent looking at the “source” of the sound (the flashing light).

The test phase began immediately after the listening criterion for the
practice phase was reached. During this test phase, the infant heard three
repetitions of each of four different names. The 12 trials were blocked in
groups of four so that each name occurred once in a given block, although
the order of the four names within each block was randomized. (Although
the two names that mismatched in stress were expected to entail similar
listening times, two such items were used so that the test trials as a group
had an equivalent number of trials with each stress pattern; this prevented
infants from acquiring a preference for a particular stress pattern over the
course of the experiment.)

Both familiarization and test trials began with the light in the center of
the front panel blinking. Once the infant had oriented in that direction, the
light was turned off and one of the two red lights began to flash. Once the
infant had oriented toward that light, the stimulus for that trial began to
play from the loudspeaker on the same side. The stimulus continued to play
until its completion or until the infant had looked away for 2 consecutive
seconds, whichever came first. Any time the infant spent looking away
(whether it was 2 s or less) was not included when measuring total listening
time. The red light continued to flash for the duration of the entire trial.
Information about the direction and duration of head turns and the total trial
duration was stored in a data file on the computer.

The experimenter behind the center panel pressed a button on the
response box whenever the infant looked at or away from the flashing light.
Both the experimenter and the caregiver listened to masking music over
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Peltor aviation headphones so that they could not influence the infant’s
behavior or the coding of that behavior.

Results and Discussion

Mean listening times to the four different names were calculated
for each infant across the three blocks of trials. Because the two
nonmatching names were not expected to differ, listening times to
these names were combined for all statistical analyses, resulting in
three name types: own name, stress-matched foil, and nonmatch
foil.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two factors (name and
talker) found no effect of the particular voice used, F(4, 20) �
1.04, p � .05, and no interaction between talker and name (F � 1)
but a significant effect of name, F(2, 40) � 5.94, p � .01.
Follow-up directional t tests were used to determine whether
infants listened longer to their names than to each of the other foils.
These showed that infants listened longer to their own names than
to either the stress-matched foil, t(24) � 3.41, p � .005, or the
nonmatch foils, t(24) � 2.32 p � .05. This pattern can be seen in
Figure 1. Overall, infants averaged 14.9 s of listening to their own
names and 11.4 s of listening to the stress-matched foil; 18 of 25
infants showed this pattern.

Of the 25 infants, 3 had single-syllable first names. As such,
their nonmatch names differed in the actual number of syllables,
not just the stress pattern. However, excluding these 3 participants
had no effect on the pattern of results. Similarly, excluding all
infants whose parents reported that they heard other languages also
had no effect on the results.

These findings suggest that infants at this age are capable of
separating speech from different talkers and of recognizing indi-
vidual words in the context of noise. This does not appear to be
specific to any particular talker. However, the intensity ratio be-
tween the target and distractor voices was quite high. For this

reason I decided to examine whether infants were also capable of
separating streams of speech at a lower signal-to-noise ratio.

Experiment 2

This experiment was identical to Experiment 1 in all respects
except that the target names were adjusted to be 5 dB more intense
than the multitalker babble, rather than 10 dB more intense.

Method

Participants. Twenty-five full-term infants (17 boys and 8 girls) par-
ticipated in this experiment. The average age of the infants was 5.2 months
(range � 19 weeks 3 days to 25 weeks 1 day). The data from an additional
13 infants were not included for the following reasons: crying/fussiness
(n � 8); ear infection on the test date (n � 1); experimenter error (n � 1);
stimulus or equipment difficulties (n � 1); parental interference (n � 1); or
failure to orient to the lights or to listen for an average of 3 s per item (n �
1). As before, infants were also excluded if the name tested was not the one
most commonly heard, if it was mispronounced, or if any of the foil names
chosen for testing were ones with which the infant was particularly famil-
iar; 5 infants were excluded for these reasons. Four of the participants
heard languages other than English some of the time (Krio, n � 1; Spanish,
n � 3). Most of the mothers had a bachelor’s degree or equivalent (88%),
with 44% having a master’s degree as their final degree and 8% having a
PhD, MD, or JD; 32% of mothers reported that they were currently
working as full-time mothers. The number of siblings in the home ranged
from 0 to 2 per participant (average � 0.8); 3 of the infants were from twin
births. Participants were primarily European American (76%), with 12%
African American, 4% Hispanic, and 8% of mixed ethnicity.

Stimuli. Stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1 with the
exception that they were often new names (and thus new recordings). As
before, five different talkers participated as target voices; four of these
were identical to the talkers in Experiment 1, but one of the five talkers was
replaced as a result of a change in laboratory personnel. When the distrac-
tor passages were combined with the isolated names, their relative intensity
levels were adjusted to be 5 dB less intense than the target names, rather
than 10 dB less intense.

Design, apparatus, and procedure. These were identical to those in
Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

The data were analyzed in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
The mean listening time to each of the four test passages was
calculated for each infant. An ANOVA with two factors (name and
talker) found no effect of the particular voice used (F � 1) and no
interaction between talker and name (F � 1). However, unlike in
Experiment 1, there was no significant effect of the name, F(2,
40) � 1.46, p � .10. In order to explore this finding further,
follow-up directional t tests were performed as planned compari-
sons; these showed that infants listened for nearly identical
amounts of time to their own names and to stress-matched foils,
t(24) � 0.06, p � .05. They did listen longer to their names than
to the nonmatch foils, t(24) � 1.77, p � .05, which suggests that
they may have been able to detect the general stress patterns of
their names to some extent. Clearly, however, infants did not
demonstrate any ability to detect the phonology of their own
names at this more difficult noise level, as shown in Figure 2.
Overall, infants averaged 12.8 s of listening to their own names
and 12.7 s of listening to the stress-matched foil; only 10 of 25
infants listened longer to their own names.

Figure 1. Mean listening times and standard errors to the infant’s own
name and to the foil names in Experiment 1 (10-dB signal-to-noise ratio
[SNR]).
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As before, excluding infants with single-syllable names or in-
fants who were bilingual had no effect on the results with the
exception that the preference infants showed for their own names
over the nonmatching foils disappeared when bilingual infants
were excluded, t(20) � 1.65, p � .10.

These results suggest that infants at 5 months of age are quite
limited in the extent to which they are capable of attending to their
own names in multitalker babble. Despite the fact that an infant’s
own name is particularly well-known to him or her, the infant
cannot detect it when the intensity of the combination of back-
ground noises approaches within 5 dB of the intensity of the name
itself. Infants did not fail to listen in the noisy condition (their
average listening time of 12.0 s was only slightly below the
average of 12.8 s from Experiment 1); they simply did not recog-
nize familiar words in the midst of the noise.

Perhaps these stimuli are simply extremely difficult to hear in
the presence of noise even for adult listeners. If so, it might not be
surprising that infants failed in the present task. To test this issue,
I asked 14 adult listeners to identify the names used in this study;
4 were new members of the laboratory, and 10 were members of
the university community who had participated in other speech
perception studies in the laboratory. These listeners heard each of
the target and distractor names presented in this study, at the same
5-dB signal-to-noise ratio, and were asked to write down the name
that they heard. Each name stimulus list was played once, but
listeners were allowed to go on to the next trial as soon as they
were ready (i.e., they did not need to hear all 15 repetitions of the
name within each stimulus list); most listeners identified the name
and went on to the next trial after only a few repetitions. When
scoring listeners’ responses, obvious misspellings were counted as
correct, but all other mistakes (regardless of how slight) were
counted as errors. Across all participants, performance on both the
complete set of names and on just the target names (ignoring
distractors) was above 90% accurate. In addition, most of the
mistakes involved only a single phoneme, particularly on the less

common names. The most common errors were Bren for Brynn
(n � 4); Brian for Ryan (n � 12); Kip for Gip (n � 4); Graham
for Grant (n � 6), Carinne or Careen for Kareem (n � 3), and
Cody for Bode (n � 7). These slight errors might have been less
likely to have prevented a listener from recognizing his or her own
name if it had been present. Regardless of the seriousness of these
errors, a finding of over 90% accuracy on an open response test
suggests that for adult listeners, the presence of noise did not make
these names difficult to hear. Moreover, finding such good per-
formance for adult listeners makes the poor performance of infants
in this task all the more striking. (Sample stimuli are available on
the Web at http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/0012.1649.41.2.352.supp for
readers to make their own judgments regarding their ease of
audibility.)

Given these results with adult listeners, why did the infants in
this study not appear to recognize their own names at this level of
noise? Moreover, Newman and Jusczyk (1996) demonstrated that
infants 7.5 months of age could detect a recently familiarized word
in noise at this same signal-to-noise ratio. There are several pos-
sible reasons for this discrepancy. One difference is the type of
noise used: Newman and Jusczyk had a single talker as the
background voice, compared with the multitalker babble used
here; if infants are able to make use of amplitude dips in the signal,
one might expect them to perform better with a single voice as a
distractor (where amplitude is likely to vary to a greater degree). In
addition, the single talker Newman and Jusczyk used was a male,
whereas the distractor talkers used here were all female; when a
single female voice was used as a distractor in the Newman and
Jusczyk procedure, infants unfamiliar with the talker failed to
identify the familiarized word (Barker & Newman, 2000, 2004).

Another potential difference is with the ages of the infants,
however. Perhaps infant stream segregation abilities continue to
improve throughout the 1st year of life. In Experiment 3, I tested
this possibility by presenting older infants with the same 5-dB
signal-to-noise ratio stimuli used in Experiment 2.

Experiment 3

This experiment was identical to Experiment 2 in all respects
except for the age of the infants.

Method

Participants. Twenty-five infants (13 boys and 12 girls) participated in
this experiment. The average age of the infants was 9.2 months (range �
36 weeks 2 days to 43 weeks 1 day). The data from an additional 7 infants
were not included for the following reasons: crying/fussiness (n � 5);
experimenter error (n � 1); or failure to orient to the lights or to listen for
an average of 3 s per item (n � 1). Five of these infants heard other
languages part of the time (French, n � 2; Burmese, n � 1; Greek, n � 1,
and Spanish, n � 1). Most of the mothers had a bachelor’s degree or
equivalent (84%), with 36% having a master’s degree as their final degree
and 12% having a PhD, MD, or JD; 44% of mothers reported they were
currently working as full-time mothers. The number of siblings in the home
ranged from 0 to 5 per participant (average � 0.8); 4 of the infants were
from twin births. Participants were primarily European American (84%),
with 4% Asian, 4% Hispanic, and 8% of mixed ethnicity.

Stimuli. Stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 2 with the
exception that they were often new names (and thus new recordings). As
before, five different talkers participated as target voices; one talker was
changed from those in Experiment 2.

Figure 2. Mean listening times and standard errors to the infant’s own
name and to the foil names in Experiment 2 (5-dB signal-to-noise ratio
[SNR]).
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Design, apparatus, and procedure. These were identical to those in
Experiment 2.

Results and Discussion

The data were analyzed in the same manner as in Experiment 2.
The mean listening time to each of the four test passages was
calculated for each infant. An ANOVA with two factors (name and
talker) found no effect of the particular voice used (F � 1) and no
interaction between talker and name, F(8, 40) � 1.19, p � .05. As
in Experiment 2, there was also no effect of name, F(2, 40) � 1.99,
p � .10. Follow-up t tests were again conducted but showed that
infants listened nearly identical amounts of time to their own
names and to stress-matched foils, t(24) � 1.30, p � .05, although
they did listen longer to their own names than to the non-stress-
matched foils, t(24) � 1.77, p � .05. As in Experiment 2, there
was some indication that infants might be able to detect the stress
pattern of their own name but no indication that they could pick
out its phonology. Moreover, this effect disappeared once infants
with single-syllable names were excluded, t(20) � 1.36, p � .05;
it also disappeared when bilingual infants were excluded, t(19) �
0.86, p � .05. Overall, infants averaged 11.2 s of listening to their
own names and 9.5 s of listening to the stress-matched foils;
despite this apparent difference, only 14 of 25 infants listened
longer to their own names. These data are shown in Figure 3.

These results are quite comparable to those of Experiment 2. In
fact, a two-way ANOVA with the factors of name and child age
showed no Age � Name interaction (F � 1). There was an overall
effect of age, F(1, 48) � 4.82, p � .05, as the younger infants in
general listened longer than did the older infants (12.2 s vs. 9.9 s).
With the greater number of participants, there was also an overall
effect of name, F(3, 144) � 3.10, p � .05; however, follow-up t
tests showed that this was a result of infants listening longer to
items that matched the typical stress pattern of their names (names
vs. non-stress-matched foils), t(49) � 2.48, p � .05; they listened

no longer to their own names than to the other names matching in
stress pattern, t(49) � 0.99, p � .05. Thus, there is no evidence
that children of this age are better able to recognize the phonetic
pattern of their own names in noise than are younger infants. In
Experiment 4, I tested whether this pattern would be any different
with yet older infants.

Experiment 4

This experiment was identical to Experiments 2 and 3 in all
respects except for the age of the infants.

Method

Participants. Twenty-five infants (11 boys and 14 girls) participated in
this experiment. The average age of the infants was 13.3 months (range �
55 weeks 5 days to 60 weeks 2 days). The data from an additional 6 infants
were not included for the following reasons: crying/fussiness (n � 4); ear
infection on the test date (n � 1); and stimulus or equipment difficulties
(n � 1). One infant had a sibling’s name as a foil and was also excluded.
Of the 25 infants, 7 heard other languages part of the time either at home
or at day care. Most of the mothers had a bachelor’s degree or equivalent
(92%), with 24% having a master’s degree as their final degree and 28%
having a PhD, MD, or JD; 40% of mothers reported they were currently
full-time mothers. The number of siblings in the home ranged from 0 to 2
per participant (average � 0.7); 4 of the infants were from twin births.
Participants were primarily European American (63%), with 4% African or
African American, 4% Hispanic, 4% Asian, and 25% of mixed ethnicity.
One infant had also participated at 4 months of age.

Stimuli. Stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 2 with the
exception that they were often new names (and thus new recordings). As
before, five different talkers participated as target voices; three talkers were
changed from those in Experiment 2.

Design, apparatus, and procedure. These were identical to those in
Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion

The data were analyzed in the same manner as in Experiment 2.
The mean listening time to each of the four test passages was
calculated for each infant. An ANOVA with two factors (name and
talker) found no effect of the particular voice used, F(4, 20) �
1.82, p � .05, and no interaction between talker and name (F � 1).
There was a significant effect of name, however, F(2, 40) � 5.24,
p � .01. Follow-up directional t tests showed that infants listened
longer to their own names than to stress-matched foils, t(24) �
1.90, p � .05, or to nonmatched foils, t(24) � 3.96, p � .0005.
Overall, infants averaged 13.6 s of listening to their own names
and 10.6 s of listening to the stress-matched foil; 17 of 25 infants
listened longer to their own names. Excluding the 8 children who
were either being raised bilingual or had monosyllabic names did
not alter these results. These data are shown in Figure 4. Although
the effect was not consistent across all infants, these results suggest
that by the time they reach 13 months of age, infants are better able
to detect their own names in the presence of noise, although this
remains a difficult task.

Figure 5 shows the differences in mean listening times to the
target name versus the stress-matched foil from the individual
participants in all four experiments. This graph makes it clear that
with the change in signal-to-noise ratio there was a change in the
infants’ differential listening times. With the lower ratio, there
were more infants with negative differentials, which suggests that

Figure 3. Mean listening times and standard errors to the infant’s own
name and to the foil names in Experiment 3 (5-dB signal-to-noise ratio
[SNR], 9-month-old infants).
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more and more infants were failing to recognize their names.
Furthermore, the infants’ variability increased with the lower ratio,
as shown by the larger spread of data points. These data also show
that as infants reached 13 months of age, the number of infants
with positive differentials increased, but not to the level found with
the youngest infants at the easier signal-to-noise ratio.

General Discussion

The present study demonstrates that by the time infants reach 5
months of age, they can separate speech produced by different
talkers. Furthermore, even when speech is masked, infants are able
to recognize the representations for words with which they are
already familiar.

Yet this ability is clearly quite limited for young infants. Infants
under 1 year of age failed to recognize their own names unless the
combination of distractor voices was 10 dB less intense than the
target voice. One cannot be certain whether the infants were unable
to selectively attend to a voice at more difficult signal-to-noise
ratios or were unwilling to expend the energy necessary to do so.
Yet the fact that infants in the 5-dB condition spent nearly as much
time listening to the stimuli as did those in the 10-dB condition
suggests that the infants were not simply ignoring the sounds and
were not distressed by the level of noise. Infants continued to listen
to the stimuli; they simply did not recognize that their own names
were what was being produced. This failure to recognize a familiar
word suggests that infants would likewise have difficulty compre-
hending speech in this level of noise outside the laboratory. Thus,
this finding places strict limitations on the kinds of situations in
which young infants might be capable of learning about their
native language.

These results also begin to shed light on the developmental time
course over which this ability to hear speech in noise improves.
For the harder signal-to-noise ratio, infants did not show a signif-
icant ability to detect their own names until after they reached 1
year of age. Once they reached 13 months, however, infants were
able to recognize their names at the same signal-to-noise ratio at
which they had failed 4 months earlier.

Figure 4. Mean listening times and standard errors to the infant’s own
name and to the foil names in Experiment 4 (5-dB signal-to-noise ratio
[SNR], 13-month-old infants).

Figure 5. Mean difference in listening times between the infant’s own name and the stress-matched foil for
each individual participant in all four experiments. SNR � signal-to-noise ratio.
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What is less clear is the reason for this improvement at 13
months. Obviously, increases in auditory discrimination ability, or
in stream segregation ability, are possible explanations for this
improvement. As infants become older, their perceptual abilities
may increase. However, a number of studies have found either
comparable auditory skills in infants across a range of ages or only
relatively slight improvements with age (Bull et al., 1981; Nozza
& Wilson, 1984; Trehub et al., 1981). For example, Nozza and
Wilson (1984) found only a 2-dB nonsignificant difference in
pure-tone thresholds for 6- versus 12-month-old infants, and Tre-
hub et al. (1981) found little difference in infant performance from
6 to 24 months of age in a speech-detection-in-noise task. Given
these results, perhaps a more likely cause of the change in stream-
ing performance is related to improvements in infants’ general
lexical ability. The fact that this improvement in performance in
noise co-occurs with the point at which infants typically begin
talking themselves suggests the possibility that these improve-
ments may be tied to improvements in the understanding of how
words are used to communicate. Unfortunately, information on
whether the particular infants tested had begun to say their first
words was not collected at the time of the study, so it is impossible
to determine whether the 15 infants who succeeded at 13 months
(those who listened longer to their own names than to the stress-
matched foils) were different in this respect from the 10 who did
not succeed. Still, the fact remains that improvements in lexical
comprehension, or in understanding the properties of words that
are important (including such basic knowledge as the fact that
background noise should be excluded from the lexical representa-
tion), could be the reason for older infants’ improved performance.

It is not clear to what extent the current results might generalize
across infants. Infants raised in quiet home settings may differ
from those raised in noisier environs. Moreover, although the
effects in the current study did not change when only monolingual
infants were included, I did not explicitly compare monolingual
versus bilingual performance or the performances of infants from
different cultures. If the improvement at 13 months of age is
related to increases in lexical ability, it may depend on the partic-
ular word-learning environment in which infants are raised.

In none of the four experiments was there any effect of the
particular talker. To the extent that greater similarity between
talker and distractor voices makes the stream segregation task
more difficult, it might have been expected that one of the talkers
would, by chance, be more difficult to separate from the back-
ground than the others. Yet this did not appear to be the case.
Whether this is an indication that talker similarity has little effect
on infant performance or is an artifact of the particular talkers used
is unclear. The number of background talkers was sufficient that
they merged into a background babble; talker similarity effects
may be more likely when individual voices can be discerned in the
background noise.

Comparing this study to previous work, in particular, to that by
Newman and Jusczyk (1996), is complicated by the number of
factors that differ between these studies. First, Newman and Jus-
czyk used a procedure in which infants were familiarized with
words as part of the study itself. In contrast, the present study used
words with which infants were presumably already familiar. It
might be expected that infants would be able to identify words they
were already familiar with at lesser signal-to-noise ratios than
words they had only just learned. However, these two tasks differ
not only in the recency of that familiarization but also in the

amount of familiarization and the type of familiarization (the
extent to which generalization across different instances was en-
couraged). In terms of the latter aspect, familiarizing infants with
a word as part of a task raises the possibility that infants may not
generalize this familiarization to other tokens of the word or to the
same word in other contexts. In fact, a number of recent studies
have suggested that infants do not generalize across different
tokens after such familiarization (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Singh
et al., 2001). Presumably, a word that has been familiarized via
real-world (rather than laboratory) exposure has been presented to
the infant by multiple voices and in multiple contexts, increasing
the likelihood that infants would exclude these token-specific
properties from their representation of the word. This might also
result in an expectation that infants’ performance in noise on the
present task would be better than infants’ performance on the
Newman and Jusczyk version. However, it remains unclear exactly
how familiar infants are with their own names and how this
familiarity increases over time. Some families may tend to use a
child’s name more often than other families; similarly, although
the names used in the current study were always the ones reported
as used most frequently by the parents, they were the sole names
for some infants while being one of a large set of nicknames for
other infants. Although using an already familiar name avoids the
problem of specificity in representation, it raises the problem of a
lack of control of the degree of familiarity.

There are a number of other differences between the current
study and the Newman and Jusczyk (1996) study that make com-
parisons complicated. First, the current study did not use infants of
the same age (7.5 months) as the infants in the prior study. This
does not appear to pose a problem, because infants both younger
(5 months) and older (9 months) performed comparably in the
current task. It seems unlikely that 7.5-month-old infants would be
different in this regard. However, the Newman and Jusczyk study
also used only a single, male background voice, whereas the
current study used 9 female voices blended together. Future work
will need to explore each of these possible contributions to the task
systematically, investigating the roles of voice similarity between
target and background voices and of the number of background
voices.

It is therefore unclear exactly why infants in the present study
could not identify words at a 5-dB signal-to-noise ratio until 13
months of age, whereas those in the Newman and Jusczyk (1996)
study could do so at 7.5 months of age. Regardless of the reasons
for this difference, however, the results from both studies suggest
that infants will likely have difficulty attending to speech in noise
as the level of the signal approaches that of the background noise.

Despite the limitations on infant stream segregation found here,
there are some advantages infants might have outside the labora-
tory to help them comprehend speech in noisy environments. One
such advantage is that infants may already know the voice speak-
ing to them. Although we found no effect of talker in the present
study, all of the voices were ones that were unknown to the infant
prior to the test session. In the real world, infants often are spoken
to by a relatively small number of talkers with whom they have
had extensive experience. There is evidence to suggest that this
familiarity with a target voice makes it easier for the infant to
separate that voice from the background signal (Barker & New-
man, 2000, 2004).

Another advantage infants may have outside of the laboratory is
that of visual information. Recent findings from Hollich, Newman,
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and Jusczyk (in press) suggest that infants can make use of visual
information on a talker’s face to help them separate that talker’s
speech from the speech of different talkers. In that study, infants
presented with a video of a person talking were able to recognize
words at signal-to-noise levels 10 dB worse than they could with
auditory information alone. Infants also succeeded with unfamiliar
visual cues (such as an oscilloscope pattern) as long as these cues
correlated with the auditory signal; when presented with video
signals that did not match what they were hearing, or when
presented with static faces, infants failed to segregate the speech
streams. These findings suggest that infants can use dynamic
visual information to aid segregation of speech. The combination
of familiar voices and the presence of visual cues could potentially
allow infants to successfully recognize, and learn from, speech in
noisier environments than those tested here.

There are many issues in infant stream segregation yet to be
examined. Although the differences between the present findings
and those of Newman and Jusczyk (1996) suggest that infants
might find a single distracting voice less difficult than multitalker
babble, this needs to be explored in more detail. A single voice is
likely to have a much more varying amplitude level than does a
combination of multiple voices, and adult listeners have the ability
to listen within these amplitude dips, thus improving their resis-
tance to masking. Yet studies have suggested that infants have
poor selective attention (Bargones & Werner, 1994); this might be
taken to suggest that they likewise do not have the same ability to
focus their attention at points where the distractor signal is less
intense. Future research will be needed to explore this issue
directly.

Another issue is that of spatial location. In the experiments
reported here, and in those in Newman and Jusczyk (1996), both
the distractor voice and the target voice were presented from the
same speaker, which was located on either the infant’s right or left
side. Thus there was no spatial location difference between the two
voices. Outside of the laboratory, different voices usually come
from different locations in space, and adult listeners perform better
at streaming tasks when the voices differ in spatial location
(Broadbent, 1954; Cherry, 1953; Hartmann & Johnson, 1991;
Hirsh, 1950; Pollack & Pickett, 1958; Poulton, 1953; Spieth et al.,
1954). However, the ability to detect and use auditory localization
information has a relatively slow developmental progression. Ash-
mead et al. (1987) estimated that 7-month-old infants could only
detect differences in localization down to approximately 19°, com-
pared with values of 1° to 2° for adult listeners. Moreover, there is
reason to believe that these minimal auditory angles may actually
overestimate infants’ ability to use spatial location information for
stream segregation. Litovsky (1997) has shown that although chil-
dren’s minimal audible angles for single sounds have reached
levels comparable to those of adult listeners by 5 years of age,
children of this age still perform more poorly than adults on
localization tasks when faced with multiple sound sources. This
suggests that basic auditory abilities (such as the ability to distin-
guish locations in auditory space) may not provide a true measure
of children’s ability to use this information in more sophisticated
auditory tasks. Thus, many real-world situations may be, for the
infant, akin to our laboratory situation—although talkers may
actually be located in different locations in space, young infants
may not be capable of picking up on these differences auditorily.
Still, future research will be needed to explore infants’ ability to
use spatial location differences to aid their stream segregation.

Another issue is when stream segregation abilities might de-
velop further. The present results suggest that infants’ abilities
remain at a relatively constant level for much of their 1st year of
life and improve only at around 13 months. Yet this level does not
seem to match adult performance; adults could identify even
unfamiliar names at this level quite easily, which suggests that
there might be further development after 13 months of age. When
such development takes place and whether this improvement is the
result of auditory maturation, cognitive development, or greater
experience with language are issues for future research.

It also is unclear exactly how often infants find themselves in
multitalker environments. Although parents report that this is a
common phenomenon (Barker & Newman, 2004), there have not
been good measures of the proportion of time that infants actually
spend in such settings. Presumably, infants in multichild house-
holds and infants who spend time in day-care centers might expe-
rience such noisy environments more often than would infants in
single-family, one-child homes. However, without good measures
of the signal-to-noise ratios that infants typically face, it remains
unclear exactly how important of a skill stream segregation is to
the developing infant. Future work will need to explore this issue
in more depth.

One final issue is whether individual infants’ ability to recog-
nize speech in noise might predict their later language develop-
ment. Although the current research shows that the majority of
infants were able to recognize their names in noise as long as the
distractor speech was 10 dB less intense, not all infants showed
this pattern. Some recent research suggests that variation among
infants in laboratory tasks may have implications for later lan-
guage development. For example, infants’ performance on such
tasks as speech segmentation and their ability to recognize pho-
nological regularities can predict their vocabulary development at
age 2 and their syntactic and semantic abilities at ages 3 to 5
(Bernstein Ratner, Newman, Dow, Jusczyk, & Jusczyk, 2004). The
ability to discriminate speech in noise might also be an important
underpinning for later language development; poorer ability to
segregate streams of speech could potentially lead to slowed
language acquisition, at least for those infants who frequently find
themselves in noisy environments. I hope to examine whether
variability in infant performance in this task is related to long-term
linguistic development.

In conclusion, the present study represents an initial step in the
exploration of infants’ ability to recognize spoken words in the
midst of multitalker babble. The findings suggest that by 5 months
of age, infants possess at least some capacity to selectively attend
to an interesting voice in the context of competing distractor
voices. However, this ability appears quite limited and does not
appear to develop further for many months. Future work will be
needed to explore the limits of these abilities in greater depth.
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